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The purpose of this thesis was to analyze how child minders recruited by Mannerheim 
League for Child Welfare experienced appreciative encounter in their work. Material was 
gathered from the child minders working for the Mannerheim League for Child Welfare in 
the County of Southern Finland. Mannerheim League for Child Welfare’s primary task is to 
promote the wellbeing of children, youth and families with children.  
 
The research question for this thesis was how the child minders experienced appreciative 
encounters in their work. The topic was studied from three different perspectives; apprecia-
tive encounter with the child, appreciative encounter with the parent and parents’ apprecia-
tive encounter with the child minder. 
 
Theories for this thesis were found while studying appreciative encounter. Appreciative en-
counter forms through many things, for this reason there are more than one theory examined 
in this thesis. The theoretical framework for this thesis was formed from appreciative en-
counter, dialogue and customer centered work. Child’s development was also part of the 
framework, since it is in the centrum of childcare work.   
 
Material for this thesis was gathered in group discussions, in which 192 child minders took 
part. Gathering the material and analyzing the material both were conducted with qualitative 
methods. Results showed that child minders experienced appreciative encounters differently 
depending on the perspective. This thesis provides information on appreciative encounter in 
client work. Mannerheim League for Child Welfare can apply this analysis in the develop-
ment work of their childcare work. 
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Tämän opinnäytetyön tarkoituksena oli analysoida kuinka Uudenmaanpiirin Mannerheimin 
lastensuojeluliiton välittämät lasten hoitajat kokevat arvostavan kohtaamisen työssään. Ma-
teriaali kerättiin Uudenmaanpiirin Mannerheimin Lastensuojeluliiton kautta Uudenmaan alu-
eelta työskenteleviltä lasten hoitajilta. Mannerheimin Lastensuojeluliiton päätehtävä on edis-
tää lasten, nuorten ja lapsiperheiden hyvinvointia.  
 
Haastattelukysymys oli kuinka lasten hoitajat kokevat arvostavan kohtaamisen työssään. 
Aihetta tutkittiin kolmesta eri näkökulmasta; arvostava kohtaaminen lapsen kanssa, arvos-
tava kohtaaminen vanhemman kanssa, ja vanhemman arvostava kohtaaminen lasten hoi-
tajan kanssa.  
 
Teoriat valikoituivat arvostavaa kohtaamista tutkiessamme. Arvostava kohtaaminen raken-
tuu monien asioiden kautta, tästä syystä useampia teorioita on tarkasteltu. Tämän opinnäy-
tetyön teoreettisena viitekehyksenä toimi arvostava kohtaaminen, dialogisuus ja asiakasläh-
töisyys. Teoriapohjaamme kuului myös lapsen kehitys, sillä se on lasten hoidon keskiössä.  
 
Aineisto kerättiin ryhmähaastatteluissa, joihin osallistui yhteensä 192 lasten hoitajaa. Ai-
neisto kerättiin sekä analysoitiin kvalitatiivisin menetelmin. Aineistoista kävi ilmi, että lasten 
hoitajat kokevat arvostavan kohtaamisen rakentuvan eritavoin näkökulmista riippuen. Opin-
näytetyö tarjoaa tietoa arvostavasta kohtaamisesta asiakastyössä. Mannerheimin Lasten-
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Appreciative encounters should be a norm in everyday social conducts and a definite 
must in professional dialogue. When done properly it can lay the ground floor for a trust-
ing and respectful relationship. For some it might come more naturally than others, but 
luckily, it is something that one can train and practice. Hopefully with the help of this 
thesis. 
 
An employee from the Mannerheim League for Child Welfare (Mannerheimin lastensu-
ojeluliitto, later referred as MLL), Southern region of Finland, reached out to our school 
with a final project suggestion. They had conducted a study about appreciative encounter 
in child care work and were seeking assistance in analysing the collected data so they 
could utilize it in the future with the child care workers in MLL. Since we both are inter-
ested in working in the field of family work and childcare services, we were excited to 
take on this task. In addition, the idea of working with a well-known and respected com-
pany like MLL was inspiring for us.  
 
Preventive work is gaining constantly more dominant status in the field of social work. 
According to statistics, there are big differences between Finnish families with children 
and unequal divide of resources and some of the straining issues for the families are due 
to societal circumstances. Parents’ stress can reflect to the relationship of the parent and 
the child, and cause harm to their interaction, and ultimately to the child’s feeling of safety 
and development. (Hänninen et al., 2016. p.261).  
 
The childcare service that MLL provides for families with children definitely falls under 
preventive work. By offering the assistance and support for the families, early enough, 
possible further challenges and problems can be diminished or avoided. For this reason 
as well, the topic of this thesis is highly relevant. We hope to produce an analysis that 
will be beneficial for the future childcare workers of MLL or anyone working in the field, 
and of course not forgetting the employees of MLL.  
    
As the wellbeing of children is one of the core values of MLL, in this thesis we look into 
the importance of encountering a child and the building of the relationship between the 
child minder and the child from the perspective of child development. Child-centred way 
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of thinking when working with children has gotten more emphasis in recent years, and it 
has changed the way of understanding how working with children could and should hap-
pen. Children should be presented as active actors when comes to matters related to 
them. Children’s own experiences and opinions have become the target of interest and 
have raised parallel to the information produced by adults. (Forsberg et al., 2006. p.22). 
 
In a situation where helping a family occurs the basic premise, is often the expectation 
that all family members are simultaneously paid attention to. Even though encountering 
a child and the information produced by them are recognized as an important part of the 
working process, the adults usually provide an easier target for the worker to identify with 
than a child (Forsberg et al., 2006. p. 169). Encountering a child or an adult requires 
ethical responsibility and sensitivity (Forsberg et al., 2006. p 176). This is why it is im-
portant to remember that an equal amount of respect and appreciation should be paid to 
all members of a childcare situation, regardless of differences such as background, reli-
gion or values.  
 
Every employee of any field is responsible for providing a quality service and encounter 
for the clients. Ethicality of helping is based on critical thinking, dialogue, relationships 
and acknowledging the existence of multiple ways of thinking. In a way, the quality of 
interaction and dialogical encountering are putting ethical principles into practise. Ethical 
way of working happens or does not happen, in every single encounter, client situation 












2 Working Life Partner 
 
 
The working life partner of this thesis is Mannerheim League for Child Welfare, Southern 
region (Uudenmaan piiri). The collaboration started in November 2015 when the em-
ployee of temporary childcare services of MLL was searching for students to help with 
their project. Reason why they were looking for students was to do the analysis of the 
material they had gathered. They had conducted group interviews with the child minders 
mediated by MLL, the research question being how the child minders see appreciative 
encounter in their work. In this chapter the working life partner, Mannerheim League for 
Child Welfare and their temporary childcare service are presented. 
 
2.1 The Mannerheim League for Child Welfare 
 
Since every child is entitled to a good, safe and happy childhood, The Mannerheim 
League for Child Welfare (Mannerheimin Lastensuojeluliitto, MLL) aims to make this pos-
sible in cooperation with many other private and public organizations. It is a politically 
and religiously independent NGO and the membership is free for everyone.  
 
 MLL’s mission is to promote the wellbeing of children and families with children. They 
seek to increase the respect for childhood and take more into account the children’s own 
views and opinions in public decision-making. Joint responsibility, humanity and equality 
also have significant value roles in the organization’s activities. (MLL, 2015). 
 
MLL is the largest child welfare organization in Finland. Currently there are 88 780 mem-
bers and 555 local associations all around the country. MLL emphasizes the importance 
of partnerships. It works with various organizations, networks and businesses both in 
Finland and abroad. The central office of MLL is located in centre of Helsinki and it co-
operates closely with ministries and officials. (MLL, 2015). 
 
The main goals of MLL are to ensure that all children are equal members of society and 
that they are able to enjoy happy and safe surroundings. Making sure that parenting and 
education is respected and supported, is one of the main tasks. There are various ser-
vices and activities for children and families offered by local associations. These local 




The Slot Machine Association of Finland (RAY) mainly funds the work of the MLL. MLL 
also organizes annual fund raising campaigns for financing activities around the country. 
There are also many local governments, which purchase services offered by MLL. (MLL, 
2015). 
 
As part of MLL’s vision is to offer an exciting and appreciative participation environment 
for activities related to working with children, youth and families with children. MLL is the 
expert of the everyday life of families and a trustworthy and agile companion. Innovative 
approach and strong will to have an impact on matters are one of their main attributes. 
(MLL, 2015). MLL uses a reflective approach to their work. Being reflective means being 
able to reflect to the mind of another person and act in a way that it is beneficial to them. 
(MLL, 2014). In the following, we will describe the work description of the specific child-
care assistance service that the data used in our thesis is connected to.  
 
 
2.2  Child care services 
 
MLL offers childcare assistance for families that have a short time or temporary need for 
childcare worker, examples being in cases of illness, work related travelling or in cases 
when the parents just need a moment for themselves. MLL mediates childcare workers 
for families with the possibility to have childcare assistance at all hours of the day, in-
cluding the weekends. (MLL, Lastenhoitoapua, 2016). 
 
There is training available for everyone responsible over the age of 16 with the interest 
and time to commit themselves to childcare work. Everyone interested are interviewed, 
and introduced to his or her job description and the organization takes care that every 
person chosen to work is suitable for that task. All of the child minders have gone through 
a training, which qualifies them with a valid licence issued by MLL. The organization is 
responsible for the supervision, guidance and further training of all child minders. (MLL, 
Lastenhoitoapua, 2016). 
 
The goal of the training is that the participants will get preparedness to work with children 
from different ages in the children’s own home environment and being able to take into 
account the children’s individual development stages and needs. They should also be 
able to create a safe playing and nursing environment and have to of course, be able to 
take care of the children in a responsible way. The training courses are organized as 
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day-, evening- or weekend courses. The professionals of fields of social, health and ed-
ucation, or people studying these fields are able to seek a work as a childcare worker 
directly through induction. (MLL, Lastenhoitoapua, 2016). 
 
The provided service is ordered by the family themself and the family acts as the em-
ployer of the childcare worker. The family is responsible for the employer obligations 
defined by the labour legislation. The child minders have an obligation of confidentiality 




3 Theoretical Background 
 
 
The subject of this thesis is appreciative encounters through the eyes of child minders 
for MLL. They have looked at the subject from three different perspectives, appreciative 
encounters with the child, parent and parent’s appreciative encounter towards the child 
minder. Bachelors of social services studies in Metropolia, are based on social peda-
gogy. Therefore, the theory base for this thesis needs also social pedagogical theories 
behind it. There are three different perspectives to this analysis, which will all be com-
pared to the frame of reference of this thesis that consist appreciative encounters, dia-
logue, customer centred work and child development.   
 
 
3.1 Appreciative Encounters 
 
All encounters that happen between human beings can only happen through humanity. 
There is no one correct method, specific words that are meant for one situation. If there 
is already an answer in the listener's mind or they are constantly trying to figure out 
solutions or advice, one cannot truly listen. Instead of performing there should be being 
present, sharing instead of advisement and instead of understanding, caring. (Mattila, K. 




Appreciation is the cornerstone of good life and therefore it can be seen ethically desir-
able. Appreciation is respecting and appreciating humane life, experience and feelings 
in their every form. In addition appreciating humanity, in a way that is not attached to 
individual’s achievements or success. Appreciating everyone's personality is important, 
understanding that every human being is unique. It is about giving equal value to all. 
Appreciative and respectful atmosphere makes it possible to have constructive and good 
interaction. (Mattila, K. 2007, p. 15-16). 
 
People's moral and categorized attitudes make it harder to have appreciative encoun-
ters. The pain of one’s own life might be causing them to judge and to be arrogant. Peo-
ple’s emotional life can also be a big factor. One can have great empathy and under-
standing but then again they feel anger and disgust because it reminds them of some-
thing of their own past. (Mattila, K. 2007, p. 16).  No one is able to define which feelings 
are allowed and what should be felt, since all feelings are justified. However feelings that 
one gets around a certain person, do not tell anything about that person. They tell about 
the one having those feelings and about their contact to life. It is important that people 
acknowledge their own feelings and take responsibility for those. The feelings that they 
are feeling are not the fault of someone else even though they are the one awakening 
those feelings. (Mattila, K. 2007, p. 18). 
 
Sarah Banks (2004, p. 32) has listed requirements that are demanded from a social 
worker in order to have appreciative encounters with the client. Every client is unique, 
and to acknowledge this and recognize this is the base for appreciative encounter and 
the first requirement in the list modified from Biestek’s casework principles 1957 by Sarah 
Banks (Table 1) (Banks, 2004. p. 157). Table 1 will be used later in the results chapter, 
as a tool to perceive the principles of appreciative encounter. Table 1 provides different 
aspects of appreciative encounter, which will make it easier to compare to the three dif-









Table 1 Biestek's casework principles, 1957 
1. Individualization is the recognition of each service user's unique qualities, based 
upon the rights of human beings to be treated not just as human being but as this 
human being. 
2. Purposeful expression of feelings is the recognition of service users' need to ex-
press their feelings (especially negative ones) freely. The caseworker should listen 
purposefully without condemnation and provide encouragement when therapeuti-
cally useful. 
3. Controlled emotional involvement is the caseworker's sensitivity to service users' 
feelings, an understanding of their meaning and a purposeful, appropriative re-
sponse to them. 
4. Acceptance entails the caseworker perceiving and dealing with service users as 
they really are, including their strengths and weaknesses, congenial and uncon-
genial qualities, maintaining throughout a sense of their innate dignity and per-
sonal worth. 
5. Non-judgmental attitude entails that it is not part of the casework function to as-
sign quilt or innocence or degrees of service user responsibility for causation of 
problems, although evaluative judgments can be made about the attitudes, stand-
ards or actions of service users (that is, the caseworker does not judge service us-
ers themselves, but their behavior). 
6. Service user self-determination is the recognition of the right and need of service 
users to freedom in making their own choices and decisions in the casework pro-
cess. Caseworkers have a duty to respect that need and help activate service users' 
potential for self-direction. Biestek stresses however, that service users' rights to 
self-determination are limited by their capacity for positive and constructive deci-
sion-making, by civil and moral law and by the function of the agency. 
7. Confidentiality is the preservation of secret information concerning the service 
user, which is disclosed in the professional relationship. Biestek describes confi-
dentiality as based upon a basic right of service users and as an ethical obligation 
for the social worker, as well as being essential for effective casework service. How-
ever, service users' rights are not absolute and may be limited by a higher duty to 
self, by rights of other individuals, the social worker, agency or community. 
Source: Copied from Banks (2004, p. 32) 
  





3.2    Dialogue 
 
In this chapter, the need of dialogue is examined in order to have appreciative encoun-
ters. One way of ensuring appreciative encounter is dialogue/ appreciative encounters 
cannot happen without the presence of dialogue. Appreciating ones uniqueness is the 
basis for all dialogical relationships (Arnkil and Seikkula, 2014. p.19.) 
 
If people are to work together, they have to be able to create something in common, 
which can be their shared discussions and actions, instead of one person acting as an 
authority to others. (Bohm and Nichol, 2004 pp. 3-4) Big part of the industry and technol-
ogy depends on one person communicating a set of directions to another, as how to 
carry out a certain operation but this way of communicating is not the only one. (Bohm 
and Nichol, 2004. p.2) By only using this authoritative voice, people are unable to create 
a common understanding, and are only forced into confess and relate to what has been 
said (Arnkil and Seikkula, 2014. p.19.) 
 
The origin of the word “dialogue” comes from the Greek word dialogos, logos meaning 
“the word” in this case it could be interpreted as “the meaning of the word” and dia means 
“through”, so going through the meaning of the word. There can be any number of people 
in a dialogue. In the essence of dialogue, even one person can have a sense of dialogue 
within. In a dialogue, no one is aiming to win an argument. It is about common participa-
tion where people are playing a game with each other and not against one another and 
the stream of meaning is rolling among the players. (Bohm and Nichol, 2004. pp.6-7) 
 
Even in smaller groups, people have difficulties to communicate, let alone in bigger 
groups if there is no set purpose or somebody leading the conversation. For the reason 
that people have different opinions and assumptions, for example assumptions about 
the meaning of life, about one’s own self-interest, one’s country’s interest, religious fac-
tors and what one thinks really is important. These assumptions are usually defended 
when being challenged and quite often with an emotional charge. Dialogue goes into the 
process of thought behind the assumptions and not just the assumptions themselves. 





3.3 Appreciative Encounter and Customer Centred Work 
 
Appreciation is considered ethically desirable. In order to build a good and constructive 
relationship between a worker and an employee there has to be respect and appreciation 
towards the person that one is dealing with. (Mattila, 2007. p.17). This goes closely with 
customer centred work. Customer centred work means taking into consideration not only 
the needs of the client but also the goals and resources of the organization. The starting 
point must always be set on the needs and the individual will of the client. In addition to 
this, an emphasis must be put on the first encounter and its location. (Vuokko, 1997, 
p.50).  
  
In the childcare services, a worker is allowed into the lives and homes of the clients’ 
family. Therefore it is important that there is appreciation and equal worth given to eve-
ryone involved, despite the possible differences in views of life, such as believes, religion 
or personal characteristic. From this comes the appreciation of another person’s whole 
life story. No one should be judged or diminished based on one’s own personal preju-
dices or presumptions. (Mattila, 2007. p.17).  
 
In order to succeed in the client centred work and creating functional collaboration be-
tween the client and the employee, the employee must give value to the needs of the 
client. A client who notices the effort and interest given to their issues will appreciate the 
service they are receiving and therefore be more invested as a client. Client centred 
collaboration is a long process that requires participation both from the client and em-
ployee. It is based on the needs of the client but will be beneficial for both parties in-
volved, since it is aiming to fulfil the set goals of the client and professional. (Vuokko, 
1997, p.100).    
  
In appreciative encounter, one needs to be able to restore their own personal space and 
respect the given boundaries. This means listening the client or the employer and being 
able to respect their rules and given guidelines. For example, a worker cannot expect to 
know the client’s life better or presume that the client’s way of doing things are not ade-
quate. (Mattila, 2007. p.17). Nobody can be forced to practise client centred working 
methods. The client will sense if the professional is being fake and repeating a scripted 
act. Therefore, the professional needs to be motivated and have the will to carry out 




3.4 Appreciative Encounter and Child Development 
 
Appreciation of a child happens in the same way as of an adult. Every human being is 
entitled to their own living space, fair treatment, his or her live story’s appreciation and 
respect for their basic rights. Aiming to enhance child’s self-esteem and self-respect is 
also essential part of respecting and appreciating a child. For this to happen, children 
need messages from the adults via encouragement and support, that they are exactly 
who they are meant to be and they are valuable as persons regardless of their perfor-
mance. (Mattila, 2007. p.49).  
  
Encounter with a child happens also in a very similar manner as an encounter with an 
adult. However, there is something special when encountering a child because adults 
and children have different roles. An adult must always carry more responsibility in the 
encounter, therefore flexibility, discernment, caring and kindness are expected from 
them. In addition, when we are talking about a parent of a child or a childcare worker, 
they have promised to be servers of the development of a child. Fulfilling that promise 
starts by taking the responsibility for the empowering encounter with the child. (Mattila, 
2011. p.18). 
 
Children bring their own stories to the encounter and whatever way the adult feels about 
that they should not show negative feelings or impressions. It is the adult’s responsibility 
to make sure that the child does not lose a sense of security, respect towards their per-
sona or appreciative eyes.  (Mattila, 2011. p.18). 
 
According to Vygotsky a child learns through interaction with people nurturing the child, 
in most cases parents or siblings. He argued that “learning is a necessary and universal 
aspect of the process of developing culturally organized, specifically human psychologi-
cal function". With this logic, one could say that social learning tends to come before 
development. (McLeod, S. A. 2014). 
 
All the higher psychological processes such as voluntary attention, memory, formation 
of concepts and the development will consist of the assimilation of reality. In the begin-
ning, all of a child’s knowledge is social, since social and external functioning transforms 
through active process of assimilation into internal intellectual actions, that then move on 
to becoming internalized into the child’s cognitive knowledge. As a bridge in this process 
is a language, that in the beginning, shows itself as a tool of social contact and then 
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develops forward into becoming a tool of the process of thinking (Karila, K., Kinos, J. and 
Virtanen, J. 2001. p 165).  
 
The social, cultural and historical environment of a child influences on to her/his devel-
opment and therefore the development of an individual can be seen as a product of the 
living environment. Between a child, and the environment, prevail a dialectic interaction 
and therefore the actions of their objectives connect a child to her/his environment. (Ka-
rila, K., Kinos, J. and Virtanen, J. 2001. p 66). A child is built from their persona, self-
esteem and their social capability. Therefore, the growth phase of the child also affects 
the encounter. A child's mind is constantly forming a general impression about sense of 
self, other people, how to conduct with other people, is the community reliable and about 
life. Every positive meeting has an impact to the development. (Mattila, 2011. p.18).  
 
Unfortunately, not all of the encounters with adults are empowering for the child. Fre-
quent unappreciative and rough experiences create an atmosphere where the child is 
harder to have a good life. Empowering encounter encourages children to live their own 
stories and this kind of encouragement they will need throughout their lives. (Mattila, 
2011. p.19).   
 
3.4.1 Touch and Child Development 
 
Something that may also be used as well as in encounters and throughout the building 
of the relationship with a child is touch. Touch has many beneficial effects on the overall 
wellbeing of a human being, and it has proven to have many positive effects in child 
development. Touch has the ability to either decrease or increase physiological stress.  
Therefore, by understanding the effects of touch better it would be possible to learn to 
utilize touch there where stress effects negatively on human functioning, survival and 
development. (Mäkelä, J. 2005. p. 1546). In this sense touch can also be something that 
could be implemented in a possible stressful situation where the encountering of the child 
happens by the childcare worker.  
 
It has been showed that the amount of touch has the ability to influence on the nerve 
system of a developing child. The adequate amount of touch with small babies, e.g. kan-
garoo treatment or massage, has shown that it has positive effects on the interaction 
between a child and a parent, and therefore having effects to the whole development 
process of a child’s communication skills development. (Mäkelä, J. 2005. p. 1544).  A 
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child that has had an adequate amount of affection and touch in early stages of life might 
response well to touch also in interaction in a childcare service situation.  
  
In later phases of a child’s life touch can also be used as treatment of developmental or 
child psychiatric disorders. In multiple studies, it has been showed that a calming touch 
can in fact decrease stress levels, have effects on the brain activity and therefore also in 
the brain development. Long-term effects for this can be better learning abilities and the 
development of central nerve system. In this way, it can be said that the stress reducing 
effects of touch are especially important for the still developing nerve systems of small 
children (Mäkelä, J. 2005. p. 1546). 
 
Touch is also a powerful form of nonverbal communication. It can also be a source of 
the feeling of security and comfort, especially with children. When working as a child care 
worker it can be seen useful to remember the benefits of touch already from the first 
encounter and throughout the built relationship, within the professional boundaries of 








This process started with a meeting in December 2015 with the employees of childcare 
services in MLL from the region of Southern Finland. They had contacted a lecturer in 
our school in search of pupil/pupils who could work with their material that they had gath-
ered earlier from child minders working for MLL. They had gathered material from 192 
child minders working in MLL from the county of Southern Finland and wanted us to go 
through it, sort it out and analyze the data. The aim of the project was to learn how the 
child minders experienced appreciative encounter in their work so it could be used in the 
future for educational purposes.  
 
4.1 Topic of the study 
 
The objective of the interview that was conducted with the child minders of MLL was to 
study their view on appreciative encounters and how it would be established. The topic, 
appreciative encounters in childcare services, was divided in to three different subject 
areas: appreciative encounter with the child, appreciative encounter with the parent and 
parents’ appreciative encounters towards the child minder. All of the material is only from 
the point of view of the child minders.  
  
4.2 Methodology  
 
The nature of the study for this thesis is qualitative. Even though both qualitative and 
quantitative methods can be used when conducting interviews as a data collecting 
method. One way to see distinction between qualitative and quantitative can be seen in 
the hoped outcome of the study. In qualitative research, the researcher should not have 
a hypothesis that they are trying to prove; researcher is using the point of view of the 
studied and describing the data. (Eskola and Suoranta, 1998, pp. 13-19). Like in this 
thesis, where the aim is to describe how the child minders experience appreciative en-
counters in their work. 
  
 Qualitative research examines the social processes that give rise to relationships and 
interactions. The nature of qualitative research is being in “the field” and observing what 
is going on, interviewing and analyzing collected data. It tries to uncover and understand 
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phenomena among those involved, rather than using prediction or trying determine 
cause and effect relationships. Aim being to comprehend how people understand their 
experiences, and what meaning they attribute to those experiences. (Merriam, 2014. pp. 
5-6). 
 
The data for this thesis was collected from 20 discussion groups organized by MLL. The 
groups consisted of 192 child minders around the county of Southern Finland. There are 
three different ways of getting qualitative findings, open-ended interviews, direct obser-
vations, and written documents. Open-ended interview method provides us with in-depth 
responses about people’s experiences, opinions, perceptions, knowledge and feelings. 
(Taylor, 2005, pp. 102-103).  
 
The data that was analyzed in this thesis was collected with theme interviews in groups 
during the year 2015. In theme interviews, the theme and theme areas are set in ad-
vance. However, in correlation to structured interviews the strict form of the questions 
and order are missing. Interviewer is making sure that all of the themes are gone through. 
(Eskola and Suoranta, 1998, p. 87). 
 
Group interview means that there are several people taking part in the interview at the 
same time and possibly more than one interviewer as well. The aim being a group dis-
cussion about the subject or theme of the interviewer. One purpose for group interview 
is to study common norms and ideals. (Eskola and Suoranta, 1998, pp. 95-96). 
 
The employees of MLL were responsible for organizing and conducting the group dis-
cussions that provided material for this thesis. All the child minders working in the county 
of Southern Finland were invited to participate in the organized group discussions. The 
employer who was present at the group discussion was more of an observer who pro-
vided the theme and initialization for the group discussions in the beginning of every 
group discussion. In the groups, the participants were yet again divided into smaller 
groups and in those small groups they had open discussions about the themes and wrote 
down their thoughts in sheets of paper mostly by using pullet points. The employers that 
were present at the group discussions did not intervene in the content of the material 
produced in the group discussions.  
 
Some of the benefits of using group interviews and discussions are that it is efficient, and 
participants can inspire each other to talk about different subjects. A well-functioning 
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group size would be approximately 4-8 persons, with some exceptions. (Eskola and Su-
oranta, 1998, pp. 96-97). Depending on the municipality, there were about 5-10 people 
in one group held by MLL. The authors of this thesis were not present at the group dis-





Since the authors of this thesis were not part of collecting the data used in this analysis, 
the study will be more analysis driven. In a way, this will be a secondary analysis since 
the material gathered was done earlier and we got the permission from MLL to use their 
material. Secondary analysis means that the researcher is using already existing da-
tasets and re-uses the data for their study (Heaton J, 2008. p. 35). 
 
First step of coding and analyzing data is tidying and arranging the data that you have. 
It involves the following: make copies of all data, put all the notes into a file in order, 
organize the files based on the type of data, label all the files according to their topics, 
and create a table of contents for all data. After that review the research question and 
identify any missing data if there are some questions that are not answered.  
 
Tidying the data up is a necessary first step for the researchers. It enables the assess-
ment of the data set. (LeCompte 2000, p. 148). Once we got the material from MLL, in 
its original raw paper versions, the first step was to write all of it down in clear and orga-
nized way. Categories were written down with computer one by one, and each of the 
three categories got their own file, appreciative encounter with the child, parent and the 
parents’ appreciative encounter towards the child minder. At this point, everything was 
written down exactly as it was in the original data.  
  
The next step in analysis is about finding items that are the specific things in the data 
set, which will be coded, counted and assembled into research results. Data is being 
sifted and sorted by repeated readings through field notes to identify items relevant to 
the research questions. To find these items from the data, researcher needs to look for 
frequency, omission and declaration. (LeCompte 2000, p. 148).  
 
After we had tidied up our data, we wanted to organize it in a way that would make it 
easier to analyze. We went through the gathered material many times and started to find 
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similarities in some parts of the data. Since there are three different perspectives to the 
topic, appreciative encounters with the child, appreciative with the parents and parents’ 
appreciative encounter towards the child minder, we had to go through them separately 
as well. 
 
Once the items are identified, they must be organized into groups or categories by com-
paring and contrasting, or by mixing and matching them. This is done so the researcher 
can find the things that are precisely the same, things that differ a little or things that differ 
a lot. This allows clear distinctions to be made between different matters. (LeCompte 
2000, pp. 148-149).  
 
After the researcher has “the things that go together”, patterns need to be identified. 
Matters need to be taken apart, when collecting data and finding. Locating patterns is 
about reassembling those parts in a way that presents a coherent picture of the topic 
that is studied. (LeCompte 2000, p. 150). By assorting the data in to types by looking for 
similarities, the material becomes more reader friendly. Typing requires some kind of 
structuring of the story, in other words finding themes.  (Eskola and Suoranta, 1998, 
p.182) 
 
In order to get a more tangible feel of the data, we printed the material out, cut them in 
individual pieces and started organizing the statements according to their connections. 
After a while, we started to find possible themes in all of the three different perspectives. 
It took some editing and organizing but in the end, five different themes emerged. We 
chose three different colors to represent the different perspectives so that it would be 
easy to compare the data in the analyzing phase. Eventually we had five different themes 
in five separate bases for each color code. 
 
Themes that we chose are practical matters, first encounter/impression, behavior and 
attitude, respectful relationships and communication. Practical matters theme emerged 
itself quite quickly, since there were many points made about financial and time related 
matters. In practical matters theme we linked the answers related to money, time, use of 
phone, house related matters such as where to find what, and things related to house 
rules. Theme first encounter did not have as many answers related to it, but we felt that 
it stood out in many of the answer sheets. Importance of first encounter in appreciative 
encounter is significant; it is the moment, which sets the course for the rest of the rela-
tionship. After going through the themes many times, we came to the conclusion that 
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there were quite many similarities between the themes behavior and attitude and the 
theme communication. Therefore, we ended up combining these two into a new theme 
called behavior and communication. Which in the end left us with four themes, making it 
more clear and precise. The theme behavior and communication is built on answers 
related to communicational factors, characteristic attributes and ways one should con-
duct themselves. Lastly, the theme respectful relationship formed itself based on the 
amount of answers related to trust and importance of respect. Originally, we thought 
about naming the theme appreciative relationship, but we concluded that respectful re-
lationship was more accurate for the content of the theme. These four themes emerged 
quite naturally from the material, and none of them felt forced. Each one of them has 
something to give for the topic of this thesis, appreciative encounter.  
 
Once patterns have been identified, the researcher can structure an overall picture of 
the program being studied. If there is good data and the analysis is done well, it is easier 
to solve problems, improve programs, evaluate their effectiveness, or develop theories 
to explain what happened. (LeCompte 2000, p. 151). To ease the analysis phase we 
used the four themes first encounter, practical matters, behavior and communication and 
respectful relationship, in figures. This allowed us to compare the themes in each of the 
perspectives, appreciative encounter with the child, parent and parent’s appreciative en-
counter with the child minder, and see what aspects the child minders saw important in 
each of the perspective. (Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3). Figure 4 was made to demon-
strate the differences between the perspectives. 
 
 
4.4 Theory Based Content Analysis 
 
Since the aim of our thesis is to analyze how the child minders working for MLL feel that 
appreciative encounters is present in their work, the analysis will be loosely theory-
driven. Content analysis that is been guided by a theory or a concept map is called the-
ory-based content analysis. In theory based content analysis the first step is to make an 
analysis frame. The frame of the analysis can be loose, and in this case the material that 
fits inside the frame can be used and also the material that are outside the frame. (Tuomi 
and Sarajärvi, 2009. p. 113). 
 
According to Tuomi & Sarajärvi (2009), theory’s meaning to a study is obvious and not 
only when writing about the methods, ethics or validity and reliability, but also for the 
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whole research, since without it there would be no material to provide a study (p. 18). In 
our thesis, the main theory is appreciative encounter. However, since theories dialogue, 
client centered work and child development is used as our frame of reference, they were 
also part of the analysis frame. The four themes that emerged from the data, first en-
counter, practical manners, behavior and communication, and respectful relationship all 





5 Findings and Data Analysis 
 
 
In this chapter, we will go through our findings from each perspective, parents’ apprecia-
tive encounter towards the child minder, child minders’ appreciative encounter towards 
the parent and child minders’ appreciative encounter towards the child. Each perspective 
will be analysed from the four themes that we decided on when first going through the 
data, first encounter, practical matters, behaviour and communication and respectful re-
lationship. Comparisons will also be made between the perspectives and how they differ 
from one another. Findings will be referred to our frame of reference. 
 
5.1  Parents appreciative encounter towards the child minder 
 
Practical matters were definitely dominating in the perspective parent’s appreciative en-
counter towards the child minder (Figure 1). Respectful relationship got the second high-
est response rate, where many of the answers were related to the need of appreciation 
and acceptance from the parents. Behaviour and communication perspective and the 
first encounter perspective got the lowest response rate, which might be because the 
parents are not necessarily present during the childcare situation. 
 






PARENTS APPRECIATIVE ENCOUNTER TOWARDS THE 
CHILD MINDER
FIRST ENCOUNTER PRACTICAL MATTERS




5.1.1 First Encounter 
 
The theme First encounter had the lowest amount of answers compared to other themes. 
Things that emerged the most in this theme were proper greeting, shaking hands and 
introducing oneself in a polite way. In addition, the introduction of the child was also 
mentioned as an important factor in the first encounter situation, done by the parents or 
letting the child minders introduce themselves to the child/children.  
 
5.1.2 Practical matters 
 
As mentioned earlier the theme practical matters had definitely the most data. Before the 
work shift, the child minder should be contacted and informed about the work details. 
Introducing the house and telling where you can find all of the necessary equipment 
came up multiple times. The children should be prepared in advance for the arrival of the 
child minder. The child minders wanted to be informed about the house rules and daily 
routines, such as can the child have friends over, can they go out, use of television and 
computer. In addition, telling about the child’s preferences, dietary instructions, infor-
mation on allergies and information on possible illnesses or medical conditions of the 
children were expected to be given. Clear instructions about the work location were de-
sired and how to get there.   
 
Committing to the agreed schedule and agreements was seen as an important factor for 
the appreciative relationship. Possible changes in the schedule or any delays or cancel-
lations should be informed well in advance. Insuring the child minders safe journey home 
was seen important. Parents should also reserve enough time for both beginning and 
end of the child minders work shift in order to have enough time for instructions in the 
beginning as well as the practical matters related to the payment in the end.  
 
Child minders wanted parents to be well acquainted and follow through with the respon-
sibilities of employer and instructions of MLL, so that the parents know how to handle 
payment related details, such as receipts. The payment should be done on time, directly 





5.1.3 Behaviour and communication  
 
Working communication was a big factor in the theme behaviour and communication. In 
the answers child minders had written multiple times that, they wanted the parents to let 
them know about their expectations and hopes towards the child minder. Also making 
sure that the child minder has all the necessary information by ensuring there is enough 
time to go through everything, and making sure that the child minder has no questions. 
In addition, understanding that the child minder is new in the situation, so for that reason 
they cannot speak or command the children in certain ways. Instructions should be given 
directly to the child minder and not through the children.  
 
Child minders expected the parents to show interest on how the childcare has gone, ask 
questions and give feedback. Open approach was also mentioned, even when there 
might be something unpleasant to discuss such ass child’s misbehaviour; it should be 
okay to talk about it openly. Thanking after the work was mentioned many times, and 
that praises should be given if there is something to praise about.  
 
Friendliness was mentioned in many group interviews. Some other characteristics were 
openness, tolerance, punctuality, professionalism and absence of prejudice. Child mind-
ers mentioned the need for appreciation from the parents, and expected nice conduct, 
so not to treat them as servants. The interaction between the parent and child minder 
should be equal and decorous.  
 
5.1.4 Respectful Relationship 
 
Answer that we placed under the theme respectful relationship, was committing to agree-
ments came up many times. This entailed the schedule, arranging rides home if agreed 
up on earlier, and so on. For example, calling well in advance if there would be cancel-
lations or the child is ill, thus showing respect for the child minders own time. Welcoming 
reception and show of interest, the parents should not take the child minder for granted.  
 
Child minders wanted the parents to show trust towards their knowhow; trust that they 
can do their jobs. Parents should not make assumptions based on the child minders age, 
but also offer support and understandings if the child minder is not yet that experienced 
and keep the expectations reasonable. In addition, that the parents understand the child 
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minders position in a new situation and in a new family, so they should not make as-
sumptions that the child minder knows it all but given proper instructions, and help create 
the connection between the child and child minder. In addition, parents should tell the 
child minder where they are and that can they contact the parent in case of emergencies.  
 
Child minders saw that part of appreciative encounters would be the parents showing 
some kind of interest in the child minders themselves as persons, by asking some ques-
tions and at least remembering the name of the child minder. Offering some coffee or 
maybe even food was thought to be polite as well.  
 
Discretionary use of social media was encouraged, for example should the employee be 
your Facebook friend and the use of WhatsApp. Appropriative social intercourse was 
expected, but the parent should not be too intrusive. Discretion during payments was 





5.2 Child minder’s appreciative Encounter with the Parent 
 
 
Figure 2.  Division of answers in the perspective appreciative encounter with the parent 
 
In the perspective, Appreciative Encounter with the parent, the most dominant of the 




5.2.1 First Encounter 
 
Part of the first encounter is the first contact, phone call. This was mentioned in many of 
the interviews alongside with being polite and showing motivation. Another important 
thing that came up, was simply greeting the parent, shaking hands, introducing oneself 
and wishing good day or night. Eye contact was also mentioned multiple times in order 
to have appreciative encounter.  
 
In addition to only saying the typical greetings, it was said that asking how the parents 
are doing and showing some extra interest would be good. Child minders should also tell 
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little about themselves and reserve some time for the encounter that this is possible. The 
child minder can ensure a relaxed first encounter by being relaxed themselves.  
 
5.2.2 Practical Matters 
 
Being on time and letting the parents know if the child minder was running late or cannot 
make it at all was mentioned many times in the interviews, and it was the most dominant 
answer in our theme practical matters. Other one was finding out the rules and routines 
of the household and going by those rules, following the set sleeping times, outings and 
so on.  
 
One of the answers was simply just phone call, which we decided to place in the theme 
practical matters since it is quite vague but is mostly linked to this theme. In addition, 
linked to these other answers; replying to calls and text messages also during the 
babysitting shift if the parents want some interlude information.  
 
Professional secrecy was mentioned a couple of times in the interviews as well as know-
ing the rules of MLL. Another answer that came up a few times was that the child minders 
should clean up after themselves. A couple other things were that the child minder should 
be flexible as an employee and check things from the parents if in doubt.  
 
5.2.3 Behaviour and Communication  
 
Our theme behaviour and communication grew out to be the theme with the most an-
swers in the perspective appreciative encounter. Asking questions and listening came 
up many times. By asking questions, child minder can show interest towards the job and 
show that they are interested about the children and their wellbeing. Being present and 
interested was seen as important, as well as being respectful towards the house rules.  
 
A child minder should conduct themselves as chipper, joyful, hardworking, initiative, po-
lite, honest, active, trustful, confident, and set good examples. Child minders should give 
good impressions of themselves and social interaction should be friendly and polite. 
Good first impression starts already from the first call, after that the behaviour should 





Giving feedback and reporting about the day was big part of the communication. More 
specifically giving positive feedback as well, but also to be able to talk about the uncom-
fortable things. Negative things should be told to the parents, this was mentioned many 
times in the answers. However, the wording of feedback and how it is presented is im-
portant; the child minder should not complain about the child to the parent. The child 
minder should also understand the parent’s worry about the child, be co-operative, and 
listen how the parents want things to be done.  
 
5.2.4 Respectful Relationship 
 
The family should be taken seriously as employers, which means being on time etc. is 
important, especially for appreciative encounters. Respecting the family’s values and 
customs and going by their rules emerged many times in the interview results. As well 
as to respect the parent’s trust, by offering intermission information and going by the 
parent’s rules. This also means that the child minder should not be pushing their own life 
views and advises but to appreciate the parenting style of the parents.  
 
Child minder should also appreciate and respect the culture and religion of the family, 
and go by their values. In addition, respect the family’s privacy and ask for permission if 
it is allowed to go through their belongings, make coffee or take food. Child minders 
should also give time for the parents to inform about the house rules and make an effort 
to adapt.  
 
It was said in the interview that parents should feel good and safe leaving their child/chil-
dren to the child minders care. Child minders should also be interested about the child; 
this was stated couple of times in the interviews. In addition, be the responsible adult 
who can use their own judgement and authority when the parents are not there. Lastly, 






5.3 Child minder’s appreciative encounter towards the child  
 
In childcare situations, there should a certain emphasis on how the child is encountered 
and introduced to the child minder. A good first encounter can be a constructive base for 
building a trusting relationship between the child minder and the child. When going into 
a situation where a child and a family is getting assistance, it is important that also the 
child’s view on different situations is being met (L&S, s. 167).  
 
 




5.3.1 First Encounter 
 
In the data came up a view of how the introduction of the child minder to the child should 
be done. Firstly, the introduction of the child should not be forgotten, but to be given the 
same emphasis than to the introduction between adults.  By being interested, present 
and giving a warm and pleasant approach towards the child was seen important.  Facial 
expressions, smile in particular, was seen as an important factor of creating a positive 
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image to the child. Kneeling to the same level with the child was also seen as beneficial, 
not forgetting looking into the child’s eyes and asking their name.  
 
The introduction should get enough time and be done at the pace of the child, according 
to their age, personality or developmental stage. Compliments, humour and playfulness 




5.3.2 Practical Matters 
 
The practical matters got the lowest amount of emphasis in the results, probably because 
most practical matters are to be settled between the parents and the child minder. But 
that does not diminish or erase the fact that even though guidelines to practical matters 
are not set between a child and a child minder, are they still expected to be followed. 
 
In order to create and ensure a safe environment to the child, the child minders felt that 
holding on to agreements, schedules and rules is important. Taking care of the child and 
alertness in all situations were also seen as part of this. Daily routines of the child should 




5.3.3 Behaviour and Communication 
 
Eye contact and friendly, playful and safe attitude towards the child was seen as the 
most successful way to communicate with the child. The child should be told that they 
are safe with the child minder and that their opinions and sayings will be appreciated. In 
this as well going to the same level with the child and telling about oneself was seen as 
a good approach. Being authentic, open and interested in what the child wants to say 
should be paid attention to.  
 
As soon as a child voluntarily takes contact to the child minder, it should be reacted to. 
Play was seen as a good way to get to know the child and develop the forming relation-
ship. The child’s wishes should be listened and taken into account and the adult should 
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be able to propose plays and throw oneself truly into play situations. In play as well the 
child’s personality should be taken into account and the behaviour should not be too 
meddlesome.  
 
A good way of approaching and explaining mandatory actions such as washing teeth 
was seen useful. In any case, the child minder should not force the child or lose their 
temper. Being fair towards the child, giving compliments and nurturing a positive envi-
ronment was important.  
 
 
5.3.4 Respectful Relationship 
 
What was seen as an important part of an appreciative relationship with the child was 
the fact that a child is encountered as him/herself, by taking into account his/her person-
ality, emotions and temperament. Kneeling to the same level with the child was seen 
appropriate. Introducing themselves to the child in the beginning in an enthusiastic way 
was seen important for the child minders, in the child’s own pace of course.  
 
It was seen important the time spent in a childcare situation would be used by spending 
time together with the child, and to also show that they are interested to do so. Showing 
interested in the child and her/his interests e.g. toys and likes was seen as part of re-
specting and supporting the child. It was seen valuable to listen to the child’s chosen 
plays and for the child minder to show the ability to throw themselves genuinely in differ-
ent kind of play situations. In addition to play, the child should be allowed to have alone 
time as well in situations in which they need some space.  
 
Part of appreciative relationship is appreciating childhood, and treating the child as much 
as an equal with the adult as possible, premise being that what the child is telling should 
be taken as the truth. The emotions emerged during the encounter of a child and the 
childcare worker should be acknowledged, and if needed there should be comfort and 
safety available for the child’s needs.  
 
The child should not be diminished and the own opinions of the child should be taken 
into account. Judgement and humiliation of the child should not happen, nor should the 




Knowing how to encounter diversity is a crucial also in encountering the child as a child, 
e.g. not bringing up the ethnic background of the child unless the children bring it up 
themselves.  This is part of acknowledging multiculturalism and has a great impact on 
how a child feels that they are appreciated. The family rules and schedule for the child 
should be respected and followed, and if setting boundaries comes necessary in some 









Figure 4. Differences in each perspective by the amount of the answers in all of the four different 
themes.  
 
As can be seen from the table above, every perspective had rather different weight to it. 
All three perspectives got one very dominant part from the themes that we created during 
the analysis phase. First encounter theme was the only one that got more or the same 
response rate, and the answers were not that different from each other. In both perspec-
tives, appreciative encounter with the parent and the parent’s appreciative encounter 
towards the child, the importance of proper greeting and eye contact were mentioned as 
factors.  
 
In the perspective appreciative encounter towards the child, there were more about the 
way you create the connection with the child. Taking into consideration the age of the 
child, and the child’s temper. As Mattila (2007) stated, the encounter with the child and 
the adult happens fairly similarly, but adults have the responsibility in the encounter to 
be flexible, have discernment and kindness. In order to ensure the appreciative and em-
powering situation for the child.  
 
The theme practical matters, was mainly build on the answers from the perspective of 
parents appreciative encounter towards the child minder. Which makes sense, since the 
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parents are also the employers as well. In contrast to other two perspectives, parents 
appreciative encounter got more than twice the amount of answers related to this theme. 
There were lot of answers about the payments, schedules and clear rules and instruc-
tions, which the child minders saw would be important for the appreciative encounter. 
According to Vuokko (2009), for customer centred work to happen, which also is a part 
of the appreciative encounter, there is a need for collaboration between the client and 
the employee. The client, in this case the parent who is also the employer, needs to show 
commitment as well, and show that they are committed to the rules, agreements, and 
the guidelines set by MLL.  
 
Perspective appreciative encounter towards the parent got less than half amount of an-
swers than the perspective appreciative encounter towards the child minders, and it was 
mostly about how the child minder’s need to show commitment to the agreed up on 
schedules and house rules. In other words, be a trustworthy employee. The following of 
the rules and knowing about MLL’s guidelines that the child minders expected from the 
parents, the same was also expected from the child minders according to the data. An-
other part of the practical matters was confidentiality. As can be seen that is also the 
seventh part of Biestek’s casework principles to ensure appreciative encounter (List 1), 
according to Biestek, confidentiality is the basic right of the client and ethical obligation 
for the employee.  
 
Practical matters theme, with the perspective appreciative encounter towards the child, 
got the smallest amount of answers. This does not necessarily mean that it is not as 
important, just that practical matters are handled with the parents before and after the 
childcare. Child minder can make sure that the practical matters, such as house rules, 
are followed, to insure the safe environment for the child, which is the job of the child 
minder.  
 
Answers related to theme behaviour and communication, were most dominant in the 
perspective appreciative encounter towards the parent. Child minders had listed quite 
many different personal attributes and traits that they should have as employees, to en-
sure the appreciative encounter. The importance of clear and honest communication can 
also be seen from the data. Honest communication happens with the presence of dia-
logue. Child minders should be able to really listen the wishes of the parents, without 




The perspectives appreciative encounter with the child the most important factors were 
stated to be authentic, friendly and interested approach towards the child. By giving the 
child a feeling that they are safe with the child minder it was seen possible to a good 
base for communication with children and create a space for purposeful expression of 
feelings, including negative ones.  
 
In the behaviour and communication towards the child minder, it was seen important that 
the communication between adults was conducted in an equal way. The professionalism 
of child minders was expected to be respected, by giving emphasis on time resources, 
instruction giving and receiving of feedback. 
 
The perspectives appreciative encounter with the child the most important factors were 
stated to be authentic, friendly and interested approach towards the child. By giving a 
child a feeling that they are safe with the child minder it was seen possible to create good 
base for communication with children and create a space for purposeful expression of 
feelings, including negative ones.  
 
In the behaviour and communication towards the child minder, it was seen important that 
the communication between adults was conducted in an equal way. The professionalism 
of the child minder was also expected to be respected, by giving emphasis on time re-
sources, instruction giving and receiving of feedback.  
 
In the respectful relationship theme, the emphasis was seen to be in the child minder’s 
relationship with the child. Authentic approach and encountering the child with the ap-
propriate manner according to the child’s age and developmental stage was seen as 
crucial parts of relationship building. As Mäkelä stated, touch is a powerful form of non-
verbal communication and when used right has positive effects on the development of a 
child. In the results, as well it could be seen that showing warmth, affection and creating 
positive atmosphere were seen important in the process of creating a safe space for 
children to be in.  
 
The respectful relationship with the parent got half the attention compared to the rela-
tionship with a child and a child minder. This could be explained by the fact that as the 
child is at the centre of the caretaking situation, the relationship with the parent does not 
go to same depths. The respecting of the parents came from non-judgmental attitude 
and respect towards the parent’s as the employer, despite the possible differences in 
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values, opinions or family rules. The child minders also saw that showing the parents 
that they are committed to the caretaking situation was part of respectful conduct and 
that the matters related to the child are at their interest. Confidentiality is also a major 
part of a caretaking situation, and it should be a guarantee in a respectful relationship.  
 
From the parent’s the child minders were expecting commitment to make agreements 
related to matters such as schedule, duration of care taking situation, ways of communi-
cation and payment. The child minders saw that their professionalism should not be di-
minished, but that the parent’s should be able to trust on the child minder’s knowhow. 
However, the child minders also expected the parents’ to have understanding for possi-
ble occasional confusion, hence e.g. working in a completely new situation or surround-
ing requires the parents’ support and understanding. Creating a common space and 









The objective of this thesis was to find out what kind of expectations the child minders 
recruited by MLL’s childcare service have about appreciative encounter and how it 
should present itself in their work. Even though we can say that we got a fair amount of 
data to work on, the results of the analysis cannot be generalized to concern the under-
standing of all representative of this profession, especially because all the participants in 
this study inhabit in the region of southern Finland. Therefore, it can be said there is a 
need for further research on this topic. From the information derived from the collected 




7.1 Ethical consideration 
 
The chosen topic, strategy and methods of a study reflect on what kind of ethical ques-
tions the one conducting the study need to pay special attention to (Banks, 2005. p 11.) 
The ethical responsibility of us as the authors of this thesis and the ones responsible of 
analysing the collected data was to present the results as they were. In addition, all the 
phases of the data analysis should be honestly presented throughout the whole analysis 
process.   
 
Questions of ethics, morals and values are inevitable part of social work. A professional 
working with families and children has the responsibility to promote the welfare of the 
service user. (Banks, 2006. pp. 11-13). Ethical way of approaching a childcare situation 
is to make sure that vulnerable service users, in the need of trust from the childcare 
worker, are being protected from exploitation (Banks, 2006. p.25). However, nor should 
the child minder’s respectful treatment be forgotten, and this showed strongly in their 
answers.  
 
In this thesis, the anonymity of both the respondents and their clients is secured, as no 
names of the people participating in the interviews or clients are presented in the data or 
in the results. The topic of the research question does not discuss matters related to the 
child-minders’ privacy or personal information, so in this sense in the interview situation 
there should not have been a danger of intruding someone’s personal beliefs or privacy. 
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However, as matters related to their profession was discussed, the one supervising the 
interview situation should have been aware that the danger of crossing that line could be 
possible to some extent.  
 
Something that should also have been taken into consideration is that the participants 
were fully informed on the cause of their presence at that specific occasion. Moreover, 
that the purpose and topic of the interview was understood by all of the participants, and 
that every participant fully understands the language being used. This way it can be 
assured that the participants were not being lead on or misused in the interview situation. 
The participants should also be informed about how the results will be used after the 
interview and for what purpose. Participating in the interviews should be done voluntarily.    
 
The size of the groups and large number of participants in the group can easily lead to 
overlapping when talking, or that the conversation strays from the topic. In this kind of 
situation, it is important that even though the conversation is desired to stay on the right 
track, the one supervising must stay respectful and careful not to lead or make assump-
tions on the conversation too much.  
 
The authors of this thesis are responsible of the conclusions and findings of this thesis. 
The interview answers were presented in their rightful form and were not modified.  
 
 
7.2 Validity and Reliability 
 
Starting point of a qualitative research is that the researcher is openly subjective and 
admits this. The researcher is the essential tool in the research itself. When assessing 
reliability in a qualitative research one of the main criteria is the researcher themselves, 
and so when assessing the reliability of the research the whole process is been evalu-
ated. As opposed to quantitative research where reliability is connected to measure-
ments. Creditability as reliability’s criteria, means that the researcher has to check that 
their interoperations’ matches with the interoperations of the people taking part in the 
research. Research can be said to be valid, when it describes the research subject ex-




According to Tuomi and Sarajärvi (2009), there are no clear guidelines how to ensure 
research reliability, but they have listed some factors to assist in the evaluation. Re-
searcher needs to know the object and the purpose of the study. Researcher should also 
ponder his/her personal attachment to the study and how has it change during the study. 
Methodology needs to be presented as well. Researcher needs to reflect on how they 
have gathered the research material, methods and techniques. In addition, what was the 
basis, when choosing the informants for the research, how many participants, how were 
they contacted and so on. However, the researcher has to protect the identity of the 
participants and make sure that they are not recovered with the help of occupation or 
residence. Relationship between the researcher and the informant, are they in contact 
during the analysis and could that effect on the study results. The researcher owes the 
readers believable explanation on how they have gathered the material and analysed it. 
(Tuomi and Sarajärvi, 2009. pp. 140-141). 
 
 
7.3 Study Limitations  
 
In this study, the material used in our analysis, came straight from a reliable source. We 
got the data in its original form, and transcribed it from word to word into electric form. In 
order to be respectful towards the participants in the study. In the study conducted by 
MLL, there were 192 participants and all together 20 discussion groups. This is a good 
amount in order to produce a valid study.  
 
The biggest study limitation in our thesis is the fact that we, the authors of this thesis, 
were not present ourselves in the group interviews. Therefore, we were not able to ob-
serve the participants during the interviews or make additional questions to elaborate on 
the answers. In the analysing process, there was the possibility of misinterpretation. We 
acknowledged this danger throughout the process, and handled the data very carefully, 
especially when thematising the data.  
 
All the data that was gathered was in Finnish, and the analysis in English. Therefore, we 
had to translate the data. There is always the possibility of errors while translating. Luck-





Since the study is only from the perspective of the child minders, and they naturally have 
personal connections to the subject it might have an impact on the results. For example, 
in the perspective parents’ appreciative encounters towards the child minder most of the 
answers were related to the practical matters such as money and time management, 
which is understandable, but there could be a possibility that it got the extra attention for 
personal reasons. The fact that the material was gathered with group interviews needs 
to be acknowledged as well. This can have an effect on some participants’ answers; 
maybe they did not want to state something in front of the others or got provoked from 
other participants’ answers.  
 
Overall, all of the perspectives had sufficient attention and there was a decent amount 
of material to work on. Even though we were not present in the interviews, there was 
always a professional from MLL to supervise the group interviews. This ensured that 




8 Conclusion  
 
Results that derived from this analysis showed that all of the three different perspectives, 
child minders appreciative encounter with the child, with the parent and parents appre-
ciative encounter with the child minders, had different emphasises on how the apprecia-
tive encounter would be ensured. We only noticed this after analysing our themes for the 
result chapter, and it was interesting to see how the themes that we found were divided. 
From this we can assume that the child minders expect parents to be on track as em-
ployers, child minders should conduct themselves in a proper way around the parents, 
and cherish the relationship between the child/children.  
 
As in any work field, the importance of development and acceleration is also crucial in 
the field of social work. Therefore, improving oneself and self-reflecting on the work is a 
requirement for social workers. (Laitinen and Pohjola, 2010. p. 142). In MLL, they have 
annual peer group meetings for the child minders where they can reflect and share ex-
periences about their job. This is important for the wellbeing of the employees and for 
the quality of the work. Studies like this thesis may also provide valuable information for 
further development.  
 
For further development of this study, we thought that it might be useful to conduct similar 
study from the perspective of the parents. The results could be compared to the results 
from this study and be utilised in the training of the child minders. It would also be a 
different way of gathering feedback, and find out which matters should be discussed 
more with the child minders in the schoolings. In addition, to keep doing these reflective 
discussion circles with the child minders, if not for further analysing just for the benefit of 
the child minders. Since the study was done only in the Region of Southern Finland, and 
MLL provides these childcare services all over Finland, it might be useful to conduct the 
study in other parts of Finland as well, because of possible areal differences.  
 
As a process, conducting this study has been surprisingly challenging at times. This 
could be explained by the fact that we were only part of the analysis phase and did not 
get to monitor the interviews. Involvement in the whole process might have given that 
little extra confidence for those times we were not exactly sure where to go with the 




Our process could have been a bit more concise, since it almost lasted a year altogether, 
and we did not have that tight of schedule. However, the collaboration between us 
worked great and in the end, there were no problems connecting our working schedules 
or workloads. With the employees of MLL, the collaboration was also effortless and they 
were always quick to reply and answer any of our questions. They gave us a lot of free-
dom during the process and about the execution, which was great and challenging.  
 
Overall, we feel that the subject of this thesis has great importance. Appreciative en-
counters are something we all should strive for, not just in our professional lives, but 
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